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1. Introduction

In view of practical problems, the methods of learning a pair of optimal strategies,
which is called a solution of game, have been investigated by many authors (see, for
example, [11, $[21, [3]$ and [4]). Especially, a type of the learning algorithm in [4] is
pseudogradient one which uses the idea of regularization for supplying the lack of the
strict convexity of the payoff function.

But their algorithm does not seem general enough to us in point of utilizing the given
information. For this reason, we propose a learning algorithm which is an extension of
their algorithm. Then, we show that a pair of the mixed strategies generated by our
algorithm converges with probability one ($w$. p. 1) and in mean square to a pair of the
optimal mixed strategies under some conditions. Moreover, we give an upper bound for
the rate of convergence of our algorithm.

2. Formulation of 2-person zero-sum game

In this section, we consider a zero-sum game with two players (player I and player
II) consisting of an infinite number of repeated single games under an assumption of in $\cdot$

complete information relating to payoff matrix. Player I and player II have, respectively,
$m$ and $l$ available pure strategies. If player I has chosen a pure strategy with the num-
ber $i$ and player II has chosen one with the number $j$, then their payoffs consist of $\xi$ and
$\eta$ , respectively, which are random variables such that

$E[\xi|i, j]=-E[\eta|i, j]=r;j$ , $|r_{ij}|<\infty$ , (1)

$E[\xi^{2}|i, j]=R_{ij}^{(1)}<\infty$ , $E[\eta^{2}|i, j]=R_{ij}^{(2)}<\infty$ . (2)

In general, the payoff matrix $A=(r_{ij})$ is assumed to be known in advance. But, in
this game, the payoff matrix is not known and in each single game the players receive
information relating to the payoff matrix $A$ in the form of realization of $\xi$ and $\eta$ .
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Now, suppose that the players choose their pure strategies by probabilities $p=(p_{1}$ ,
$p_{2},\cdots,$ $p_{m})^{T}$ and $q=(q_{1}, q_{2},\cdots, q_{!})^{T}$ , respectively, where the notation $T$ denotes transpose of
vector. Then the expected payoff for player I is

$V(p, q)=pTAq=\sum_{i-1}^{m}\sum_{\dot{f}^{-1}}^{l}p;r_{ij}q_{j}$ (3)

and one for player II $is-V(p, q)$. From well-known $\min\cdot\max$ theorem, there is a pair
$(p*, q^{*})$ of optimal mixed strategies such that

$V(p*, q)\geqq V(p*, q^{*})\geqq V(p, q^{*})$ (4)

for all mixed strategies $p$ and $q$. Then the value $V(p*, q^{*})$ is called a value of game.
The problem of each player is to find an optimal mixed strategy while he plays a single
game repeatedly.

3. Regularization of game

One of the most natural methods for solving the optimization problem is the gradient
method. However, a direct application of it in the game encounters several difficulties
that are connected mainly with the lack of strict convexity of the payoff function. One
of the possible methods of avoiding these difficulties is to introduce an idea of regulariza-
tion in the game.

Suppose that in the regularized game, when the strategies of player I and player II
are $i$ and $j$, respectively, the payoffs of player I and player II are $\xi-\frac{\delta}{2}(pi-qJ)$ and $\eta-\frac{\delta}{2}$

(qj-pi), respectively $(i=1,\cdots, m;j=1,\cdots, l)$, where $\delta>0$ is the regularization parameter.
Then the expected payoff for player I is given by

$V_{\delta}(p, q)=V(p, q)-\frac{\delta}{2}(\Vert p\Vert^{2}-\Vert q\Vert^{2})$ (5)

and one for player II is - $V_{\delta}(p, q)$, where $\Vert\cdot\Vert$ is Euclidean norm.
Suppose, moreover, that the mixed strategies available to players are in $\epsilon$-simplices,

$i$ . $e.,$ $p\in S_{\epsilon}^{m},$ $q\in S_{\epsilon}^{l}$ , where

$S_{\epsilon}^{k}=\{x=(x_{1},\cdots, xk);x;\geqq\epsilon(i=1,\cdots, k),\sum_{i-1}^{k}x_{i}=1,$ $(0\leqq\epsilon\leqq\frac{1}{k})\}$ .

Thus, for any fixed $\epsilon$ and $\delta$, this game is 2-person zero-sum game.
The optimal strategies for the players in this game are $p^{*}(\epsilon, \delta)$ and $q^{*}\langle\epsilon,$

$\delta$) such that

$V_{\delta}(p*(\epsilon, \delta),$ $q$) $\geqq V_{\delta}(p*(\epsilon, \delta),$ $q^{*}\langle\epsilon,$
$\delta$)) $\geqq V_{\delta}(p, q^{*}(\epsilon, \delta))$ (6)

for all $p\in S_{\epsilon}^{m}$ and $q\in S^{l}$ . It is not difficult to show that there is a saddle point of the func-

tion $V_{\delta}(p, q)$ for any fixed $\delta\geqq 0,$
$\epsilon\in[0,\epsilon]\wedge(\epsilon=\min\wedge(1/m, 1/I))$. Further, since $V_{\delta}(p, q)$ is
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strictly convex for $\delta>0$ , it has a unique saddle point $(p*(\epsilon, \delta),$ $q^{*}(\epsilon, \delta))$ .
The following two lemmas show the connection of the regularized game with the

original game and the properties of the saddle point $(p*(\epsilon, \delta),$ $q^{*}(\epsilon, \delta))$ as a function of
$(\epsilon, \delta)$ that are important in order to prove the theorems.

LEMMA 1. If the sequences $\{\epsilon[n]\},$ $\{\delta[n]\}$ satisfy

\’e[n]\in $(0,\epsilon) \wedge,$

$\delta[n]>0$ ,

$\lim_{n\rightarrow\infty}\epsilon[n]=_{n\rightarrow\infty}\lim\delta[n]=0$

and

$\lim_{n\rightarrow\infty}\frac{\epsilon[n]}{\delta[n]}=\mu\in[0, \infty)$ ,

then the squence $\{p*(\epsilon[n], \delta[n]), q^{*}(\epsilon[n], \delta[n]))\}$ converges to a saddle point $(p*, q^{*})$ of the
original game (depending, generally, on $\mu$).

LEMMA 2. For any payoff matrix $A$ , there exist $\delta^{\prime}\in(0, \infty)$ and constants $K_{1},$ $K_{2},$ $K_{3}$

such that

$\Vert p*(\epsilon_{1}, \delta_{1})-p*(\epsilon_{2}, \delta_{2})\Vert+\Vert q^{*}(\epsilon_{1}, \delta_{1})-q^{*}(\epsilon_{2}, \delta_{2})\Vert$

$\leqq K_{1}|\epsilon_{1}-\text{\’{e}}_{2}|+K_{2}|\delta_{1}-\delta_{2}|+K_{3}|\frac{\epsilon_{1}}{\delta_{1}}-\frac{\epsilon_{2}}{\delta_{2}}|$ (7)

for any $\epsilon_{1},$

$\epsilon_{2}\in[0,\epsilon]\wedge$ and $\delta_{1},$ $\delta_{2}\in(0, \delta^{\prime})$ .
The proofs of these lemmas are given in [41.

4. Learning algorithm

We use a pseudogradient procedure as the algorithm of learning the optimal mixed
strategies $p^{*}(\text{\’{e}}, \delta),$ $q^{*}(\epsilon, \delta)$ in the regularized game for fixed $\epsilon>0$ and $\delta>0$, and we define
the learning algorithm as follows:

At the first stage, player I and player II play independently a single game using any
mixed strategies $p[0]$ and $q[0]$ , respectively.

Now, let $p[n]$ and $q[n]$ be the mixed strategies obtained by the players at the n-th
stage, respectively. Then, the players play a single game using the mixed strategies
$p[n]$ and $q[n]$ , respectively, at the $(n+1)$-th stage, and suppose that at this play the
players choose pure strategies $x_{n+1}$ and $y_{n+1}$ and gain the payoffs $\xi[n+1]$ and $\eta[n+1]$ ,
respectively. At next stage player I and player II use the mixed strategies constructed
by, respectively,

$p[n+1]=\pi s_{\epsilon[+1]}^{n}\{p[n]n+\gamma[n+1]A(x_{n+1}, y_{n+1})\}$ (8a)
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and

$q[n+1]=\pi_{S_{\epsilon[+1]}^{l}n}\{q[n]+\gamma[n+11Rx_{n+1}, y_{n+1})\},$ .
(8b)

where $\{\epsilon[n]\},$ $\{\delta[n]\}$ and $\{\gamma[n]\}$ are sequences of numbers; for $i=1,\cdots,$ $m$ and $j=1,\cdots,$ $l$ ,
$A(i, j)$ is m-dimensional vector whose elements are

$A_{k}(i, j)=\left\{\begin{array}{ll}\frac{\xi[n+1]}{p_{i}[n]}-\delta[n+1], & k=i\\-\frac{1}{m-1}(\frac{\xi[n+1]}{p_{i}[n]}-\delta[n+1]) & k\neq i, k=1,\cdots, m,\end{array}\right.$

and $Ri,$ $j$) is l-dimensional vector whose elements are

$B_{k}(i, j)=\left\{\begin{array}{ll}\frac{\eta[n+1]}{qj[n]}-\delta[n+1], & k=j,\\-\frac{1}{l-1}(\frac{\eta[n+1]}{qj[n]}-\delta[n+1] & , h\neq j, h=1,\cdots, l;\end{array}\right.$

$\pi_{S}\{ \cdot\}$ is a projection operator on the closed bounded set $S$ that has the property

$\pi_{S}\{x\}\in S$ and $\Vert x-y\Vert\geqq\Vert\pi_{S}\{x\}-y\Vert$ (9)

for all $x$ and all $y\in S$.
The following theorems give sufficient conditions for a pair of the mixed strategies

generated by above algorithms to converge with probability one and in mean square to a
saddle poin $(p*, q^{*})$ of the original game. For simplicity, we use the notations $p^{*}[n]=$

$p^{*}\langle\epsilon[n],$ $\delta[n]$ ) and $q^{*}[n]=q^{*}(\epsilon[n], \delta[n])$ .
THEOREM 1. The sequence $\{(p[n], q[n])\}$ generated by the learning algorithm (8) con-

veres with probability one as $ n\rightarrow\infty$ to a saddle point $(p*, q^{*})$ of the original game for any

initial condition $(p[0], q[0])\in S_{\epsilon[0]}^{n}\times S_{\epsilon[0]}^{l}$, if the sequences $\{\epsilon[n]\},$ $\{\delta[n]\}$ and $\{\gamma[n]\}$ satisfy

$(a)$ $\gamma[n]>0$, $\delta[n]>0$, $\epsilon[n]\in(0,\epsilon)\wedge$, $ n=1,2,\cdots$ ,
$\delta[n]\rightarrow 0$ as $ n\rightarrow\infty$ ,

$(b)$ $\lim_{n\rightarrow\infty}\frac{\epsilon[n]}{\delta[n]}=\mu<\infty$ ,
$(c)\sum_{n-1}^{\infty}\gamma[n]\delta[n]=\infty$ ,

$(d)\sum_{n-1}^{\infty}\gamma^{2}[n]\delta^{2}[n]<\infty$ , $(e)$ $\sum_{n-1}^{\infty}\frac{\gamma^{2}[n]}{\epsilon[n-1]}<\infty$ ,

$(f)\sum_{n-1}^{\infty}|\epsilon[n]-\epsilon[n-1]|<\infty$ , $(g)\sum_{n-1}^{\infty}|\delta[n]-\delta[n-1]|<\infty$ ,

$(h)\sum_{n-1}^{\infty}|\frac{\epsilon[n]}{\delta[n]}-\frac{\epsilon[n-1]}{\delta[n-1]}|<\infty$ .

PROOF. By (&) and (9),
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$\Vert p[n+1]-p*[n+1]\Vert^{2}\leqq\Vert p[n]-p*[n]\Vert^{2}+4\sqrt{2}\Vert p*[n+1]-p*[n]\Vert$

$+2\gamma[n+1]\triangleleft[n]-p*[n],$ $A(x_{n+1}, y_{n+1})>$

$+2\gamma^{2}[n+1]\Vert A(x_{n+1}, y_{n+1})\Vert^{2}$ , (10)

where $<\cdot,$ $.>denotes$ inner product. Taking conditional expectation of (10) for given
$p[n]$ and $q[n]$ , we get

$E\{\Vert p[n+1]-p*[n+1]\Vert^{2}|p[n], q[n]\}$

$\leqq\Vert p[n]-P^{*}[n]\Vert^{2}+4\sqrt{2}\Vert p[n+1]-p[n]\Vert$

$+2\gamma[n+1]E\{\triangleleft[n]-p*[n], A(x_{n+1}, y_{n+1})>|p[n], q[n]\}$

$+2\gamma^{2}[n+1]E\{\Vert A(x_{n+1}, y_{n+1})\Vert^{2}|p[n], q[n]\}$ . (11)

Well, for each $n$ , it holds that by (1), (3) and (5)

$E\{\triangleleft[n]-p*[n], A(x_{n+1}, y_{n+1})>|p[n], q[n]\}$

$=\sum_{i-1}^{m}\sum_{J^{-1}}^{l}\{A$

$=\frac{m}{m-1}\sum_{i-1}^{m}\sum_{j-1}^{l}(p_{j}[n]-p_{i}^{*}[n])(\frac{r_{ij}}{p_{i}[n]}-\delta[n+1])p;[n]qJ[n]$

$=\frac{m}{m-1}\{V(p[n], q[n])-V(p*[n], q[n])$

$-\delta[n+1](\sum_{i-1}^{m}p_{i}^{2}[n]-\sum_{i-1}^{m}p;[n]p_{i}^{*}[n])\}$

$=\frac{m}{m-1}\{V_{\delta\subset n+1}](p[n], q[n])-V_{\delta[n+1}](p*[n], q[n])$

$-\frac{1}{2}\delta[n+1]\Vert p[n]-p*[n]\Vert^{2}\}$ , (12)

and that by (2)

$E\{\Vert A(x_{n+1}, y_{n+1})\Vert^{2}|P[n], q[n]\}$

$=\sum_{i-1}^{m}\sum_{j-1}^{l}\sum_{k-1}^{m}A_{k}^{2}(i, j)p\iota[n]qj[n]$

$\leqq\frac{2m}{m-1}\sum_{i-1}^{m}\sum_{j-1}^{l}(\frac{R_{ij}^{(1)}}{p_{i^{2}}[n]}+\delta^{2}[n+1])p;[n]qJ[n]$

$\leqq\frac{2m}{m-1}\{\frac{1}{\epsilon[n]}\sum_{i-1}^{m}\sum_{j-1}^{l}R_{ij}^{(1)}q;[n]+\delta^{2}[n+1]\}$ . (13)

Hence, from (11), (12) and (13) we have

$E\{\Vert p[n+1]-p*[n+1]\Vert^{2}|p[n], q[n]\}$

$\leqq(1-\frac{m}{m-1}\gamma[n+1]\delta[n+1])\Vert p[n]-p*[n+1]-p[n]\Vert$
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$+\frac{4m\gamma^{2}[n+1]}{m-1\epsilon[n]}\sum_{i-1}^{m}\sum_{j-1}^{l}R_{ij}^{(1)}qj[n]+\frac{4m}{m-1}\gamma^{2}[n+1]\delta^{2}[n+1]$

$+\frac{2m}{m-1}\gamma[n+1]\{V_{\delta[n+1]}(p[n], q[n])-V_{\delta(n+1]}(p*[n], q[n])\}$ . (14)

Similarly, we have

$E\{\Vert q[n+1]-q^{*}[n+1]\Vert^{2}|p[n], q[n]\}$

$\leqq(1-\frac{l}{l-1}\gamma[n+1]\delta[n+1])\Vert q[n]-q^{*}[n]\Vert^{2}+4\sqrt{2}\Vert q^{*}[n+1]-q^{*}[n]\Vert$

$+\frac{4l\gamma^{2}[n+1]}{l-1\epsilon[n]}\sum_{i-1}^{m}\sum_{j-1}^{l}R_{ij}^{(2)}p;[n]+\frac{4I}{l-1}\gamma^{2}[n+1]\delta^{2}[n+1]$

$+\frac{2l}{l-1}\gamma[n+1]\{V_{\delta[n+1](p[n],q^{*}[n])-V_{\delta[n+1]}CP[n],q[n])}\}$ . (15)

Now, we put

$c[n]=\Vert p[n]-p*[n]\Vert^{2}+\Vert q[n]-q^{*}[n]\Vert^{2}$

and

$d[n]=\frac{m-1}{m}\Vert p[n]-p*[n]\Vert^{2}+\frac{l-1}{l}\Vert q[n]-q^{*}[n]\Vert^{2}$ .

Then, there are constants $L_{1},$ $L_{2}$ such that for each $n$

$L_{1}d[n]\leqq c[n]\leqq L_{2}d[n]$

From Lemma 2, (14) and (15), there exist a number $n_{0}$ and positive constants $Ki<\infty(i=$

$1,\cdots,$ $5$) such that, for $n\geqq n_{0}$

$E\{d[n+1]|p[n], q[n]\}\leqq d[n]-\gamma[n+1]\delta[n+1]c[n]$

$+K_{1}|\epsilon[n+1]-\epsilon[n]|+K_{2}|\delta[n+1]-\delta[n]|+K_{3}|\frac{\epsilon[n+1]}{\delta[n+1]}-\frac{\epsilon[n]}{\delta[n]}|$

$+K_{4}\frac{\gamma^{2}[n+1]}{\epsilon[n]}+K_{5}\gamma^{2}[n+1]$

$+2\gamma[n+1]\{V_{\delta[n+1\supset(p[n],q^{*}[n])-V_{\delta[n+1](p*}}[n], q[n])\}$ .
And, using the definition of a saddle point, we obtain

$E\{d[n+1]|p[n], q[n]\}\leqq(1-L_{1}\gamma[n+1]\delta[n+1])d[n]+\beta[n+1]$ , (16)

where

$\beta[n+1]=K_{1}|\epsilon[n+1]-\epsilon[n]|+K_{2}|\delta[n+1]-\delta[n]|+K_{3}|\frac{\epsilon[n+1]}{\delta[n+1]}-\frac{\epsilon[n]}{\delta[n]}|$
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$+K_{4}\frac{\gamma^{2}[n+1]}{\epsilon[n]}+K_{5}\gamma^{2}[n+1]\delta^{2}[n+1]$ .

From (16), we have

$E\{d[n+1]|p[n],$ $q[n]1\leqq d[n]+\beta[n+1]$ . (17)

Now, we introduce the sequence $D[n]=d[n]+\sum^{\infty}\beta[k]k-n+1$ for which (17) implies that

$E\{D[n+1]|p[n], q[n]\}\leqq D[n]$ .
Since $D[n]\geqq 0$, it follows that there is a constant $D\geqq 0$ such that $D[n]\rightarrow D$ w.p.l as $ n\rightarrow$

$\infty$ , hence also by conditions $(d)\sim(h)$ ,

$d[n]\rightarrow D$ w.p.l as $ n\rightarrow\infty$ .
Taking the expectations of the both sides of (16) and summing the obtained inequalities
with respect to $n$ from $n_{0}$ to $\infty$ , it follows that

$\sum_{n-n_{0}}^{\infty}\gamma[n+1]\delta[n+1]E\{d[n]\}<\infty$ .

Then, by the condition $(c)$ there exists a subsequence $\{nk\}$ such that

$\lim_{k\rightarrow\infty}E\{d[nk]\}=0$ ,

from which, by Fatou’s lemma, we conclude that $d[nk]\rightarrow 0$ w.p.l as $ k\rightarrow\infty$ . Therefore,
$D=0$ w.p.l, hence also

$c[n]\rightarrow 0$ w.p.l as $ n\rightarrow\infty$ .
Thus, Theorem 1 is proved by Lemma 1.

THEOREM 2. If in Theorem llhe conditions $(d)\sim(h)$ are replaced by the conditions

$(d^{\prime})$ $\gamma[n+1]\delta[n+1]\rightarrow 0$ as $ n\rightarrow\infty$ ,

$(e^{\prime})$ $\frac{\gamma[n+1]}{\epsilon[n]\delta[n+1]}\rightarrow 0$ as $ n\rightarrow\infty$ ,

$(f^{\prime})\frac{1}{\gamma[n+1]\delta[n+1]}|\epsilon[n+1]-\text{\’{e}}[n]|\rightarrow 0$ as $ n\rightarrow\infty$ ,

$(l)\frac{1}{r[n+1]\delta[n+1]}|\delta[n+1]-\delta[n]|\rightarrow 0$ as $ n\rightarrow\infty$ ,

$(h^{\prime})\frac{1}{\gamma[n+1]\delta[n+1]}|\frac{\text{\’{e}}[n+1]}{\delta[n+1]}-\frac{\epsilon[n]}{\delta[n]}|\rightarrow 0$ as $ n\rightarrow\infty$ ,

then the sequence $\{(p[n], q[n])\}$ converges in mean square to saddle point $(p*, q^{*})$ of the
original game.

The following theorem gives an upper bound for the rate of convergence of the algo-

rithm (8) in mean square.
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THEOREM 3. Suppose that the conditions of Theorem 2 are satisfied and that there exist
$s\in(O, 1)$ and $t>s$ such that

$\lim_{n\rightarrow}\inf_{\infty}n^{s}\gamma[n]\delta[n]>0$,

$\lim_{n\rightarrow}\sup_{\infty}n^{t}\chi[n]\in(0, \infty)$ ,

where

$\chi[n]=\frac{\gamma^{2}[n]}{\epsilon[n-1]}+\gamma^{2}[n]\delta^{2}[r\iota]+|\epsilon[n]-\epsilon[n-1]|$

$+|\delta[n]-\delta[n-1]|+|\frac{\epsilon[n]}{\delta[n]}-\frac{\epsilon[n-1]}{\delta[n-1]}|$ .

Then there exist constants $C,$ $C\in(0, \infty)$ such that

$E\{\Vert p[n]-p*\Vert^{2}+\Vert q[n]-q^{*}\Vert^{2}\}$

$\leqq\frac{C}{n^{l-s}}+C^{\prime}\{\epsilon^{2}[n]+\delta^{2}[n]+(\frac{\epsilon[n]}{\delta[n]}\mu)^{2}\}$

The proofs of Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 can be shown by the similar argument to
Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 of [4], respectively.

We consider in detail a case when the sequences in the algorithm (8) are such that
$\gamma[n]\sim 1/n^{\alpha},$ $\epsilon[n]\sim 1/n^{\beta},$ $\delta[n]-1/n^{\sigma},$ $(\epsilon[n]/\delta[n]-\mu)\sim 1/n^{\nu}$ for $\beta=\sigma and\sim 1/n^{\rho-\sigma}$ for $\beta>\sigma$,
where the equivalence of two sequences means that the ratio of their terms converges as
$ n\rightarrow\infty$ to a nonzero constant. From the conditions of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, it follows
that for the convergence of the algorithm with probability one it is sufficient to choose $a$ ,
$\beta,$ $\sigma$ and $\nu$ such that

$\beta\geqq\sigma>0,$ $\nu>0$, $\frac{1}{2}<a+\sigma\leqq 1$ , $2a-\beta>1$ ,

and for mean square convergence,

$\beta\geqq\sigma>0,$ $\nu>0,$ $a+\sigma\leqq 1$ , $a-\beta-\sigma>0$.
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